ICW '2 Gives Party for Children, Movies and Gifts from Santa

The North Adams Chamber of Commerce is holding the 2nd annual "Materials of State Dinner" in the Richmond Hotel on January 12, 1952 at 6:30 P.M. Those invited to the affair, which is open to the public, are $2.75, including tax. The tickets are sold, and there will be table-reserved for their convenience.

The program for the evening includes a spectacular display of films produced by the union, and the employees of the theatres donated their services, as did local policemen and firemen who were needed for the special shows. Mr. Faille, manager of the Paramount, and Mr. Buzzell of the Mohawk were generously cooperative.

The movies were followed by group carol singing, after which the children filed from their respective theatres to be given to Russell to help cheer him. The boy was so delighted that his doctors visited a relative in the men's ward at the North Adams Hospital, and Santa sent a picture puzzle, and a desk radio were given to Russell to help cheer him. The boy was so delighted that his doctors
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A Message for the New Year

As I look back over 1952, now drawing to its end, it is with a great deal of personal pride that I see the progress we have made during the year, not only as a company, but also in the electronics industry, with our military program, and in the prosperity of the communities in which we live.

We have, during 1952, not only produced the largest quantity of military components in the history of the Sprague Electric Company, even exceeding our peak output of World War II, but also been able to take care of the demands placed on us for civilian capacitors and other items. But most important, we have maintained the high quality of our products for which we may all be rightfully proud.

It is with a great deal of humility that I say "well done" to each one of you for your part in our progress during the year, and I also want to take this opportunity of wishing you and your families a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Yes, There is a Santa Claus

Miss Eleanor DiSanti of the Filters Department was instrumental in carrying the Christmas spirit to a 12-year-old boy, Russell Dunbar of the Berkshire Farm School in Canaan, N.Y. Visiting a relative in the men's ward at Pittsfield General Hospital, Miss DiSanti was told of Russell's emergency appendectomy, which threatened to make his Christmas a pretty gloomy affair since the doctors feared he would be unable to travel so soon after his operation. She returned to her department and told her co-workers about Russell; the Filters Department

Sparky Joe Pays Off

Miss Eleanor DiSanti of the Filters Department was instrumental in carrying the Christmas spirit to a 12-year-old boy, Russell Dunbar of the Berkshire Farm School in Canaan, N.Y. Visiting a relative in the men's ward at Pittsfield General Hospital, Miss DiSanti was told of Russell's emergency appendectomy, which threatened to make his Christmas a pretty gloomy affair since the doctors feared he would be unable to travel so soon after his operation. She returned to her department and told her co-workers about Russell; the Filters Department

Barney Enjoyes Grandsons

Winner Louis Vanumi shows prize-winning essay to Paul Baumann.
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**Editorial**

"Peace on earth, good will to men" has been echoing through the world again this year. And yet, for still another season, there has been no such thing for many, many peoples of the world, in- will be more difficult to forget our resolutions. The new year marks an end to the conventions and traditions which we hold back and to the doggedly cocked lip. In its place, may the true spirit of Christmas make us see with our own eyes and feel with our own hands and hearts, for the one who seeks to give and to receive, and to make all things as they were meant to be.

---

**Pictures Wanted**

By LOG Staff

Get your camera on! Bring sunny days in winter provide real opportunities for camera enthusiasts. The LOG is particularly anxious to have pictures showing Sprague people and suggests the following topics:

1. Skiing, skating, and snow-shoeing. All winter sports, particularly action shots, are good.
2. Hunting and fishing. Pictures of fishing through the ice, or of hunting are always welcome.
3. Holidays. If you are a radio ham, raise mushrooms to your culture, collect antennas or stamps, let the LOG have a picture of council show en- gaged in your favorite hobby with all your hobby equipment.
4. Parties. Parties and get-togethers; all pictures most feature Sprague people.
5. If your children win prizes or play musical instruments or are just plain cute, good photographs of them are welcome.

Particularly if anything noveltfully happens, give us the story plus a picture.

To meet LOG specifications, pictures should be clear glossy prints in good light and and/or not too dark. It is hard for us to use pictures developed in sizes smaller than two inches in any dimension.

---

**IN MEMORY OF BOBBY**

by Roy I. Lee, his grandfather

Falling snow flakes
Will soon cover the ground
And spread a warm blanket
All over the earth
Beneath the brown earth
His bed is slept
Is lying our darling
In his long last sleep

God came and took him
For an angel to be,
And left a memory.
To cherish, for me.

Memory is madness
When we are not
Is the spirit of Bobby
That we all love.

Keep falling, Snow Flakes,
Spread a blanket o'er me, too,
And I will sleep with the Bobby
As he would want me to do.
I see a vision
Of his usually gay
And standing beside him,
Our darling goes.

God is smiling,
And listening to us.
To receive a white robe
An angel helps do.
Falling snow flake
Are now very deep,
And beneath the warm blanket,
The two of us will sleep.

---

**Poodle Cut Out Picture Frame In**

"Fairy Framing" with confetti is in and the "animal kingdom" novelties are a thing of the past...says the Official Hair Fashion Committee of the National Hairdressers' and Cosmetologists' Association. Winter hair fashions move swiftly into a new era of elegance, that fastidious simplicity nicely appr- opriate to the coming season's more graceful costumes and to the personal- ity of the individual characteristics of the wearer.

The new season marks an end to the over-done and tail arrangements. It's back and to the doggy cocked lip. In its place, may the true spirit of Christmas make us see with our own eyes and feel with our own hands and hearts, for the one who seeks to give and to receive, and to make all things as they were meant to be.

---

**New Year's Eve**

Ninety-five thousand lives in the New Year's Eve will contribute to these vehicle accidents. In 1951 these accidents were counted to 37,300 and this year the figure is expected to reach 38,000, which means that the hair will be tapered and curved to "turn on the lights" and spark up the personality.

The graceful, full lines of the Gibson Girl style are now being replaced by the new and elegant swing of the hair which soft tendrils and curved waves toward the face whereas not quite balance the features. A practical translation of this new mode, has been worked out which will be an important part of the hair style creative services of hairdressers every- where. It follows this three step pro- cedure.

First there is a "Swing Out." This means that the hair will be tapered and blended so it falls away smoothly... and stays away from the face.

Second, the permanent wave is pro- fessionally edited to provide a soft feminine touch to the hair forms and to maintain a natural-wave appearance.

Finally, the finished coiffure is de- signed and set to carry out the new soft elegance. There will be waves and pomades but with a new feeling of swing...tendrils that curl toward the cheek and back. Each hair is coiffed as though it were an individual character.

All this elegance and personality phasis will be a part of the 1953 fash- ion, and thus be a part of Christmas and son's demand for simplicity and the propriety of the small head look.

The new note for the year is naivete...but with a charming restraint and grace.
Production Engineering by Doris Langar

Helen Paquette and Lorraine Smith have joined our department... Lora Corman has joined our department... Rise Pringle and Caroline Morey have joined their department... "Mary Barnhart has been in store for us.

Accounting by The Magnies

The Accounts Receivable Department held their Christmas party at the Waltham Inn on December 17. Donations were in keeping with the holiday... Our Christmas party was held on December 18. Among the donators, several gifts, they received a combination electric wax and a combination electric wax... Our deepest sympathy is extended to Dorothy R. Bennett on the death of her father on December 19.

Round Midget Assembly by Anon

Emma Dube, Norma Slumberg, and the Dyspepsia Band were at George Lesage's home... Paxton and Mrs. Jack Foot... Santa Claus arrived at 11:00 o'clock and presented a gift to everyone.

Filters by Ginger and Richard

Gladys Gifford celebrates her 70th birthday on December 25. John Davis... "I'm not a gun nut, but I don't like that walkout!"

Automatic Rolling Dept. by Larry Hiner

Dan Hiney is on vacation, while Joe Ross has just returned... He says he does not like that walkout, though. "I'm not a gun nut, but I don't like that walkout!"

Metal Clad Tubular Finish by Rita Johnson

Alice Nolen's son spent a short time with her recently before leaving for Korea... Peggy Doyle and Pat Harrman are back after leaving for the army... Peggy Doyle and Pat Harrman are back after leaving for the army...

Purchasing by Irene 'n Lee

Miss нас been in store for us.

Miscellaneous Drys by Anon

"Mrs. Helen Korzendorfer took two days of vacation visiting her mother in her home...

Metal Clad Small Order by Lee

Lenore Esen has returned from his yearly vacation which was spent deer hunting and fishing... Our best wishes go to Joe Rozula who celebrated his thirtieth wedding anniversary.

Bows for Beverly News

Karen Rose and Carol Santelli have won a new home in Millis, Massachusetts... Our Christmas party was held on December 19. Among the donators, several gifts, they received a combination electric wax and a combination electric wax... Our deepest sympathy is extended to Dorothy R. Bennett on the death of her father on December 19.
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Hunting season is over and now the stories begin. "I gave up after the first day of hunting with Bill Pace... He won't go after the second day... He didn't figure who he didn't catch a deer."

Sympathy to Jeannette Boudreau recently for the death of their infant son, Bruce Allen.
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after enjoying their annual vacations, and Mary is sporting a new car she purchased while away... Mary Timms is back home for the holidays.

Main Dish Both Tasty and Thrifty

Economy is the watchword after the holidays. In this busy time, that means keeping to main dishes which depend on thrifty enrichments to extend the meat. One good one to tell at that "everyday" recipe file is Muffin Ring Casserole. This hearty dish is tops with fluffy, attention-getting muffin rings. It is designed for the small family, but may be doubled or tripled to suit your needs.

Most people know muffins are good eating, but many may not realize that they are such a healthful food. When muffins are made with enriched flour, they are an important source of Vitamin B-vitamins and food iron as well as B-vitamins and food iron.

The important thing is to use enriched flour ingredients with muffin mixture until flour is moistened. Then muffins will be light and tender. This corned beef skillet pie is a good start winning its first three.

Teams Prepare For League Tilt

The four area schools, Drury, St. Joseph, Adams, and Williams themselves have been playing independent games preparing for the Northern Berkshire League.

Adams, the defending champion, indicates that its title will be more than defended, as the team has compiled a perfect record to date. The Mother-towners have a well-balanced team with Azmire and Kryszl doing most of the scoring.

Squash

Coach Clarence Chalfin has his racquet-wielding at the courts daily in preparation for the fast season which is to Dick Squares, Williams has one of the outstanding squash men in the collegiate college league. If you fans like fast action, take one of these interesting matches some night after dinner.

Catholic Youths Defending Titles

The local CYC has gotten off to a good start winning its first three. Coach Clarence Chalfin has a new team up with another good team which has compiled 56 victories against 20 defeats in the CYC. The CYC hopes to successfully defend its Northern Berkshire Champions title which it won a year ago.

For Sale

FOR SALE. Three-apartment house in a nice neighborhood, in excellent condition. Three bedrooms, one four-room apartment, one three-room apartment, one one-room apartment, one four-room apartment, one three-room apartment, one one-room apartment. No more traveling over the laconic Trail to Troy to own artificial rink. No more traveling over the laconic Trail to Troy to own artificial rink. No need to worry about the weather.经济 is the watchword after the holidays. In this busy time, that means keeping to main dishes which depend on thrifty enrichments to extend the meat. One good one to tell at that "everyday" recipe file is Muffin Ring Casserole. This hearty dish is tops with fluffy, attention-getting muffin rings. It is designed for the small family, but may be doubled or tripled to suit your needs.
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